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Lecithin:cholesterol-acyl transferase (LCAT) plays a
major role in cholesterol metabolism as it is the only
extracellular enzyme able to esterify cholesterol.
LCAT activity is required for lipoprotein remodeling
and, most specifically, for the growth and maturation
of HDLs. In fact, genetic alterations affecting LCAT
functionality may cause a severe reduction in plasma
levels of HDL-cholesterol with important clinical
consequences. Although several hypotheses were
formulated, the exact molecular recognition mecha-
nism between LCAT and HDLs is still unknown. We
employed a combination of structural bioinformatics
procedures to deepen the insights into the HDL-
LCAT interplay that promotes LCAT activation and
cholesterol esterification. We have generated a data-
driven model of reconstituted HDL (rHDL) and
studied the dynamics of an assembled rHDL::LCAT
supramolecular complex, pinpointing the conforma-
tional changes originating from the interaction be-
tween LCAT and apolipoprotein A-I (apoA-I) that are
necessary for LCAT activation. Specifically, we
propose a mechanism in which the anchoring of LCAT
lid to apoA-I helices allows the formation of a hy-
drophobic hood that expands the LCAT active site and
shields it from the solvent, allowing the enzyme to
process large hydrophobic substrates.
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Lecithin:cholesterol-acyl transferase (LCAT) is a
65 kDa plasmatic protein of the α/β-hydrolase family
synthesized mainly in the liver and in lower amounts
also in the brain, testes, and kidneys. It circulates in
plasma reversibly bound to lipoproteins, where it cata-
lyzes the esterification of free cholesterol (FC) through
a two-step reaction mechanism that involves the hy-
drolysis of a phospholipid sn-1 or sn-2 alkyl chain and its
transfer to FC. Cholesteryl esters (CEs) are then
removed from the surface and accumulate within the
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lipoproteins core, allowing the particle to store larger
amounts of cholesterol. Being the only extracellular
enzyme able to catalyze cholesterol esterification,
LCAT plays a crucial role in the maturation, remodel-
ing, and function of lipoproteins (1, 2). Although LCAT
is also active on (V)LDLs, HDLs, the primary effectors
of reverse cholesterol transport, are its preferential
substrate and their principal protein constituent,
apolipoprotein A-I (apoA-I), seems to be its strongest
activator. Indeed, LCAT is required for the maturation
and functionality of discoidal nascent pre-β-HDLs,
which grow into spherical, mature, HDLs as they
incorporate CEs produced by LCAT: while FC diffuses
from the membranes of peripheral cells (including
arterial wall macrophages) to nascent HDLs through
the membrane ABCA1 transporter, LCAT preserves the
concentration gradient by removing FC from the HDL
surface (3).

Although the role of HDL in the prevention of cor-
onary heart diseases is still debated, elucidating the role
of LCAT in HDL-mediated reverse cholesterol trans-
port remains a central issue that could aid in the
treatment of cardiovascular diseases (3). Mutations in
the LCAT gene lead to 2 rare recessive syndromes, fish-
eye disease and familial LCAT deficiency (FLD), char-
acterized by decreasing levels in LCAT residual activity.
Clinical manifestations of the disease include corneal
opacity, anemia, hypoalphalipoproteinemia, and alter-
ations in blood lipids and CE levels (4, 5). In the case of
FLD, alterations in HDL maturation may result in the
formation of abnormal multilamellar lipoproteins,
LpX, which can cause nephropathy leading to life-
threatening renal failure (6).

Although the three-dimensional structure of LCAT
has been elucidated via X-ray crystallography (7–9), the
complete lipid-bound structure of apoA-I is still unre-
solved, although several models backed up by experi-
mental data have been proposed. Since the work of
Koppaka et al. (10), the so-called double belt arrangement
(opposed to the picket-fence model) has been established
almost unambiguously. Further work by Segrest et al.
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(11) has then proposed the antiparallel LL (left-to-left)
orientation of apoA-I chains with a 5/5 registry, based
on computational calculations; their findings were then
supported by the cross-linking/MS experiments of
Silva et al. (12). Since then, other computational models
have been proposed, showing significant differences
albeit sharing the common configuration of double-
belt in the LL/5 registry. Notably, the solar flare model
proposed by Wu et al. (13), which identified, via
hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments, solvent-
exposed protruding bulges in apoA-I chains (corre-
sponding to residues 159–180) that were proposed to
activate LCAT; the belt buckle model, from Bhat et al. (14),
where cross-linking/MS data were collected on 145
POPC reconstituted HDL (rHDL) particles, showing that
the N and C termini folded back onto apoA-I helices;
the looped belt model, by Martin et al. (15), generated by
performing electron paramagnetic resonance and
Förster resonance energy transfer experiments on 100
POPC rHDLs, suggesting the presence of a central loop
region comprised by residues 133–146. Another model
was proposed by Wu et al. (16) in accordance with För-
ster resonance energy transfer, ESR, and cross-linking/
MS data obtained by others; this model displayed apoA-
I helices spiraling around a 100 POPC cylindrical core
as a double superhelix; however, the reliability of this
model was challenged by Jones et al. (17) who tested the
thermodynamic and kinetic stability of the double su-
perhelix via extensive coarse-grained and simulated-
annealing molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.

In the present paper, we employed a combination of
computational approaches to model a rHDL and
analyze the structure-function relationships underlying
the LCAT reaction mechanism and activation mediated
by apoA-I.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Computational procedures
Structure preparation. The LCAT structures 5BV7 and 5TXF

were prepared using the “Structure preparation and refine-
ment” panel of the Maestro program (Maestro, Schrödinger,
LLC, New York, NY, 2018). Missing residues 236–242 of 5BV7
and 240–141 of 5TXF (lid loop) were modeled using an ab
initio method available in the module Prime of the same suite;
since LCAT N and C termini were proven to be necessary for
LCAT activity (18–20), residues 1–20 and 399–416 of both
structures were also modeled. Despite the high number of
residues to be modeled ab initio, we do not expect that inac-
curacies in the predicted structure of these residues could
affect our MD simulations. The Protein Data Bank (PDB)
codes of utilized apoA-I structures are 3R2P (21), 1AV1 (22),
and CNS (23).

rHDL modeling. To generate the apoA-I all-atom model we
merged structural fragments of existing templates into a
chimeric structure. Template patches were selected considering
the following properties: i) residues are in an alpha-helix
secondary structure, ii) suitable orientation of amphipathic
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helices, iii) ability to confer a circular shape to the model. We
used 3R2P as the main template; the first 36 residues of the
missing C-terminal helices (residues 183–218) were recon-
structed from the corresponding residues of the 1AV1 struc-
ture, whereas residues 219–243 were shaped on 3R2P central
helices (residues 156–182). Residues 1–37 of the 3R2P folded N
terminus (residues 1–79) were remodeled using residues from:
3R2P central helices (residues 156–182), a small fragment of
the consensus model (CNS), and residues 44–79 of 1AV1.
Structure alignment algorithms were used to correctly posi-
tion residue patches using 2–5 overlapping residues as a guide.
Energy-based homology modeling (Prime, Schrödinger, LLC,
New York, NY, 2018) was used as a tool to model N and C
termini last residues onto 3R2P residues 156–182 and to seal the
final patched model into a continuous chain. A single apoA-I
chain was modeled in this way; to model the homodimeric
supramolecular assembly, a duplicated image of the gener-
ated chain was aligned to residues 80–182 of the antiparallel
chain of 3R2P. The lipid core of the rHDL was built from an
equilibrated POPC bilayer extracted from a validated MD
simulation. The lipids bilayer was trimmed to a circular disk
of 164 POPC molecules with a diameter of 9.2 nm and sym-
metrically positioned at the center of the chimeric model by
aligning the coordinates of reference centers of mass. Resi-
dues within 3 Å from the phospholipidic core were minimized
to avoid steric clashes (Polak-Ribiere Conjugate Gradient with
convergence on RMS gradient with a threshold of 0.5).

Molecular dynamics simulations. All MD simulations were
performed with the Desmond Molecular Dynamics System (D.
E. Shaw Research, New York, NY, 2018; Maestro-Desmond
Interoperability Tools, Schrödinger, New York, NY, 2018)
with the following base setting: timestep for close and far
interactions, 300 K Nose-Hoover thermostat, Martina-Tobias-
Klein barostat with isotropic coupling and a 9.0 Å cutoff for
Coulombic interactions.

Folding of the apoA-I chains around the lipid core was
achieved with a 100 ns restrained MD simulation to ensure the
reproducibility of the simulation and consistency toward
experimental structural data. Selected atom pairs were pulled
together by flat-bottomed distance restraints with a force
constant of 0.15 kcal mol−1 Å−1 and a distance threshold of 7.5
(± 7.5) Å. Atom pair sets were chosen considering data from
cross-linking experiments (12, 16, 24, 25) (Figs. 2 and 3A).
POPC residues were restrained on the Z axis with a force
constant of 5 kcal mol−1 Å−1 to prevent the formation of a
lipid drop that would have hindered hydrophobic interactions
with apoA-I amphipathic helices. All restraints were removed
after 100 ns and the MD was extended up to 300 ns.

Simulations of LCAT, LCAT::Fab, and rHDL::LCAT com-
plexes were all carried out with default settings.

Metadynamics. A well-tempered metadynamics (wtMTD)
simulation was set up to explore the energy landscape of the
LCAT structure as a function of lid positioning. Two collec-
tive variables (CVs) were chosen to track the lid loop move-
ments: 1) the dihedral angle formed by the centers of mass of
the following groups: β6/β7 (214–303) and β7/αE (319–344)
domains; the catalytic triad (181, 345, 377); the whole structure
except the lid; the tip of the lid domain (232–238); 2) the dis-
tance between Cα of residues Met234 and Gly119. The height
of the gaussian potential was set to 0.04 kcal mol−1, with a kT
of 5 kcal mol−1 and a deposition rate of 0.2 ps; a σ of 2.5◦ and
0.25 Å was set for the 2 CVs, respectively. A 100.0 kcal mol−1

positional constraint was also applied to all Cα atoms, except
for the lid loop (225–250) and the β3/αA domain (32–119), to



Fig. 1. apoA-I chimeric model. A: Ribbon representation of the patched apoA-I chimeric model; residues not used in the model
generation are shown in light gray. B: Color-coded apoA-I primary structure. Color code: 3R2P green, homology model blue, 1AV1
orange, CNS pink.
prevent the biasing potential to affect every atom included in
the CVs definition, thus ensuring values of the CVs to depend
on lid positioning only. The system was prepared using the
LCAT open 5TXF structure.

Abduction of a phospholipid from the surface of the rHDL
toward the LCAT active site was carried out using standard
MTD; settings: wall 20 Å, deposition rate 1 ps, σ of 0.1 Å, and
height of the gaussian potential 0.3 kcal mol−1. Other default
MD settings were kept as reported in the Molecular Dynamics
paragraph.

Protein::protein docking. The PIPER FFT-based protein::pro-
tein docking program (licensed by Schrödinger, New York,
NY, 2018) was used to dock LCAT on the final rHDL model.
The last frame (300 ns) of the rHDL model from the MD
simulation was minimized and set as the receptor, while the
open- and closed-lid conformations of LCAT, obtained from
the largest wtMTD minima, were set as ligands. Constraints
were added to the docking protocol on the basis of experi-
mental cross-linking and mutagenesis data: interactions with
apoA-I residues 143–187 were favored by weighting the in-
ternal scoring function; at least one pair of residues observed
in experimental cross-linking (26) were forced to stay within
12 Å. Poses were then analyzed and accepted or rejected on
the basis of geometric considerations: i) proximity and
orientation of LCAT active site toward phospholipid head
groups; ii) contacts between LCAT β3/αA domain and lipids.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

rHDL model
Since LCAT is active mainly on the surface of HDLs,

where apoA-I is the main activator, understanding the
interactions between LCAT, apoA-I, and a lipid inter-
face is crucial to picture the LCAT activation and re-
action mechanism. We chose to model an rHDL as this
type of lipoprotein is the best simplified system to
maintain general HDL properties, allowing the cross-
validation between our models and experimental
results.

As experimentally resolved lipid-bound apoA-I
structures are currently unavailable, we relied on lipid-
free apoA-I crystallographic data (21, 22). We aligned
The anchoring mechanism of LCAT activation 3



Fig. 2. apoA-I cross link map. Inter-chain cross-links (red),
intra-chain cross-links (blue).
residue patches of 3 structures, 1AV1, 3R2P, and CNS, to
reconstruct a full-atom model of a lipid-free apoA-I
poised to wrap around a lipidic core (Fig. 1). A mixed
protocol of restrained and free MD was then used to drive
the folding of the modeled apoA-I chains around the
lipid core (see Methods section) (Fig. 3).

During the course of the simulation, apoA-I chains
rearranged to better adapt to the size of the lipid core by
assuming a hybrid zig-zag conformation and exposing
hydrophobic residues toward the lipid core (Fig. 4A)
while maintaining an 80% α-helicity content. The
computed tryptophan solvent accessible surface hin-
drance (fa = 80%) is also consistent with results by Gue-
rini Rocco et al. (27). This measure is readily comparable
with experimental data that measure, via fluorescent
quenching methods, the amount of tryptophan surface
area that is not exposed to the solvent. Indeed, this ac-
cordion-like conformation would allow apoA-I helices to
stretch in order to accommodate larger amounts of
lipids during HDL maturation and growth.

ApoA-I N and C termini wrapped around the POPC
bilayer within the first 20 ns of the simulation, as shown
by the initial drop in the radius of gyration, which
eventually stabilizes at 4.5 nm, consistently with the
literature data (27, 28) (Fig. 3B). The root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) profile of apoA-I residues indicates
that the rHDL model reached a stable conformation
within the first 100 ns (Fig. 3C); after the removal of
distance restraints at 100 ns, more conformations
become available for the system, which converges to-
ward a new stable conformation between 200 ns and up
to the end of the simulation (Fig. 3G); nonetheless,
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distances between restrained atoms are preserved
(〈distance〉 = 14.4 Å, SD = 3.2 Å) (Fig. 3F).

According to root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF)
measures, the most mobile apoA-I residues are within
the extremities of the N and C termini of both chains;
the C-terminal mobility is comparable with a common
end effect, whereas the increased N-terminal RMSF seems
a characteristic feature also described by Jones et al. (29).
However, residues 22–43 and 225–237 folded in a
globular structure stabilized by strong electrostatic in-
teractions: hydrogen bonds Arg27-Glu235/Glu234
(existing for 95.6% of the simulation time), Gly26-
Ser231 (58.9%), Asn43-Gly39 (53.1%), salt bridges
Glu34-Lys238/Lys239 (78.8% and 76.8%), Glu234-
Lys23/Arg27 (78.6% and 74.0%). (Fig. 3D). The RMSF
analysis also highlighted other mobile domains in the
apoA-I helical structure: mobile residues 102–111 (H4),
161–169 (H6/7), and 205–221 (H8–H10) formed solvent-
exposed bulges with reduced interactions with the
lipid core; the elevated mobility of these regions has
been previously established by limited proteolysis ex-
periments (30), which have identified cleavage sites to
be in positions compatible with our findings. Moreover,
as proposed by Wu et al. (13), the mobility of these re-
gions may be relevant for LCAT recognition. The
poorly folded secondary structure encompassing these
regions is compliant with observations from Sevugan
Chetty et al. (31), who measured a low stability for the
central amphipathic helices, indicating that these resi-
dues may be in a dynamic unfolding and refolding state.
Another notable structural feature of this model is the
formation of a tunnel in apoA-I chains in correspon-
dence with residues 121–143 (H5) (Fig. 4B). This partic-
ular feature has been already observed in a previous
computational experiment performed by Jones et al.
(32), where the authors suggest that this tunnel may be
involved in the presentation of substrates to LCAT. A
computational study from Rocco et al. (33) compared
the alignment of adjacent residues (143–165, H6) in
natural apoA-I mutants apoA-IMilano and apoA-IParis,
showing that the misalignment of helices 5 and 6 due to
a disulfide bridge (Cys173) in apoA-IMilano mutant
significantly reduces LCAT activation compared with
apoA-IParis, where the antiparallel 5/5 organization is
preserved, but the suboptimal LCAT activation of this
latter mutant is likely due to Cys151 disulfide bond
falling within a probable LCAT recognition site.

Assessing LCAT lid dynamics
We then moved on the evaluation of published

LCAT structures resolved by X-ray crystallography and
chose to consider 5TXF and 5BV7 as the 2 most
representative conformations: indeed, these 2 crystals
mainly differ by the arrangement of the lid loop (resi-
dues 225–248), a key domain that regulates substrate
active site accessibility (9).

The LCAT 5TXF (closed) structure formed crystals
with an homotetrameric protein organization, whereas



Fig. 3. apoA-I folding. A: 3D structure of raw apoA-I model at t = 0 ns, spheres and dashed lines represent cross-linking atoms. B:
RMSD plot. C: Radius of gyration. D: RMSF plot. E: apoA-I model at t = 100 ns (before the removal of distance restraints), spheres and
dashed lines represent cross-linking atoms. F: Restrained atom pairs mean distance after constraints removal. G: Model at t = 300 ns,
ribbon representation is color-coded on RMSF (D).
5BV7 (open) was crystallized in complex with an agonist
antibody that enhances LCAT phospholipasic activity
on soluble substrates. Although this may suggest that
5BV7 depicts LCAT in its active conformation, the re-
ported open conformation of the lid may be artificial; in
fact, a visual inspection of the surrounding crystal
mates reveals that the first C-terminal residues of the
adjacent structure reached into the LCAT active site,
forcing a wide-open conformation of the lid, as also
discussed by Manthei et al. (9).

To test the hypothesis that the lid loop conformation in
structure 5BV7 depends on the presence of the agonist
antibody, we set up two 50 ns MD simulations of 5BV7
LCAT, with and without the cocrystallized antibody
fragment. The MD trajectory analyses pointed out that
the Fab-boundLCATsimulation is themost stable, as shown
by the constant RMSDprofile (Fig. 5A); however, residues
with thehighestΔRMSFbetween the2 simulations, that is,
residues that account for thehighest changes in the Fab-free
LCAT simulation, are located within the LCAT β3/αA
domain (Fig. 5B). This is also the region recognized by the
Fab, indicating that the antibody actually stabilizes an
otherwise highly mobile domain of LCAT.
These results suggest that the open arrangement of
the lid observed in 5BV7 is likely not caused by the
binding of the antibody fragment to the LCAT β3/αA
domain; therefore, in our opinion, although not
necessarily a crystallographic artefact, 5BV7 is not
suitable, without further refinement, to model a phys-
iologically active conformation of LCAT. We compared
5BV7 with another open LCAT structure (PDB ID:
6MVD) (34) in complex with a small molecule activator,
even if the positioning of the lid loop does not differ
significantly from the 5BV7 structure; in addition to
that, the same crystallographic issues may still persist; in
fact, an inspection of the orientation of LCAT proteins
within the crystal reveals that the LCAT lid loop could
be forced in an open position by the surrounding
crystal mates. To sample other possible lid loop con-
formations we then performed a wtMTD simulation, a
sampling technique that allows one to describe the en-
ergy of the system as a function of reference frames,
named collective variables (CVs) (Fig. 6A), chosen to
track a particular movement.

The free energy surface (FES) generated by the
wtMTD displayed 3 energy wells within 3.5 kcal mol−1
The anchoring mechanism of LCAT activation 5



Fig. 4. apoA-I structural features. A: Split view of apoA-I inner hydrophobic surfaces (red scale), viewed from the inside of the
lipoprotein, central helices (above), termini (below). B: Van der Waal spheres view of the H5 tunnel located between residues 121 and
143 of apoA-I.
from the global minimum (Fig. 6B). The structures
associated with the minima of such wells correspond to
an open, an intermediate, and a closed LCAT structure (Fig.
6C). These results indicate that energy barriers exist
along the path that links the open and closed confor-
mations and suggest that external forces may be
required for the open-close transition to happen (i.e.,
Fig. 5. LCAT MD. Comparison of residues mobility between 2
LCAT (5BV7) MD simulations with (blue line) and without
(orange line) the cocrystallized agonistic antibody. A: RMSD
plot. B: RMSF plot, lid loop is comprised between residues 225
and 250, within this region RMSFfab − RMSFnofab = −0.075 A,
indicating that there is no significant difference between the
mobility of the lid loop in the 2 simulations.
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the binding to lipoproteins). Intrigued by the identifi-
cation of a metastable intermediate lid loop configuration,
we compared it with the LPLA2 lid loop (residues
209–231) (PDB ID: 4X90) (35) and found a remarkable
similarity between the 2 structures with respect to the
lid loop positioning (RMSD: 16.00 Å) albeit LCAT lid
loop lacks the secondary structure element a4 alpha
helix described in (35) for LPLA2 and thus exhibits a
wider range of motion. It is plausible that the protru-
sion of the lid loop in the intermediate configuration may
help in the interaction with lipoproteins, during which
LCAT has to interact both with lipids and apoA-I resi-
dues and the lid loop has to stretch further to shield the
catalytic site. Notably, the lid positioning of the closed
conformation predicted by the wtMTD almost
perfectly overlaps with the lid positioning of the 5TXF
crystal structure (RMSD 5.6 Å); conversely, the lid
positioning of the predicted open conformation shows a
greater difference from the one observed in the 5BV7
crystal (RMSD 9.4 Å). Therefore, our predicted open
LCAT structure may display a more probable and
energetically favorable rearrangement of the lid loop
in solution to be used as a starting point for the rHDL-
LCAT interactions simulation.

LCAT binds rHDLs in different positions with
varying specificity

To obtain a model of an LCAT::rHDL complex, we
employed a protein::protein molecular docking pro-
cedure adapted to integrate data gathered from cross-
linking experiments and apoA-I mutagenesis studies;
the former highlight the residues that are in proximity
between LCAT and apoA-I, the latter isolate residues
that, when mutated, impaired only LCAT activation
while leaving ABCA1-mediated cholesterol efflux un-
affected (1, 26, 32).



Fig. 6. LCAT wtMTD. A: Collective variables definition: CV1 is the dihedral angle defined by the following atom groups: (1) center
of mass of Cap domain, (2) center of mass of catalytic triad, (3) center of mass of the entire protein except the lid loop, (4) center of
mass of the lid loop; CV2 is the distance between C of Met234 and Gly119. B: Free energy surface map as a function of collective
variables, red dots indicate relative minima, yellow stars indicate the value of the CVs as in 5TXF and 5BV7 crystallographic
structures. C: LCAT structures corresponding to the 3 relative minima indicated in (B), closed (red), intermediate (green), open
(yellow).
We also considered the functional characterization
of LCAT glycosylation (36), which showed how the
removal of the N-glycan on Asn384 improved LCAT
activity on apoA-I-containing proteoliposomes, sug-
gesting that LCAT αF helix of the α/β-hydrolase
domain may be directly involved in apoA-I recognition.

Both the open and closed LCAT structures determined
from the wtMTD were used as ligands to be docked on
the rHDL model after 300 ns MD followed by mini-
mization (for details, see Methods section).

When an unguided docking procedure was applied,
most of the generated poses showed nonspecific in-
teractions between the LCAT β3/αA domain and the
phospholipidic surface of the rHDL (data not shown).
However, when docking restraints were applied, more
specific protein::protein interactions between LCATand
apoA-I could be observed. Experimental data suggest
that LCATmay interact with rHDLs in multiple ways; in
fact, not all the constraints could be satisfied simulta-
neously, so different existingmodels of theLCAT::rHDL
complex can be described. We then compared the
docking results to apoA-I::LCAT cross-links reported in
Manthei et al. (37), which had not been used to guide the
protein::protein docking program, and selected a subset
of docking poses that could satisfy multiple interaction
hypotheses. Binding poses were also shortlisted on the
basis of the proximity between the β3/αA region
(membrane binding domain) and catalytic triad to
phospholipids and of the presence of protein-protein
interactions between LCAT and apoA-I. The selected
binding poses (Fig. 7) were then submitted to MD simu-
lations to assess the complex stability over time.

In simulations 2, 3, 4, and 7, the interactions between
LCAT and the rHDL are not suitable to maintain the
enzyme anchored to the lipoprotein and LCAT drifts
away from the complex toward the end of each simu-
lation (Fig. 8A). In simulation 2, the cross-linking res-
idue pairs LCAT Lys240 and apoA-I Lys182 (H7) are in
proximity and the LCAT α/β-hydrolase domain is close
to H6/H7; in simulations 3 and 4, the cross-linking
residue pairs LCAT Lys240 and Ser108 are close to
apoA-I Lys140 and Lys118 (H5/6), whereas the LCAT
The anchoring mechanism of LCAT activation 7



Fig. 7. rHDL::LCAT binding modes. Results of rHDL-LCAT protein-protein docking. Binding poses differ on the basis of the
number of constraints satisfied simultaneously. Color code: apoA-I (gray), H4 (pink), H5 (red), H6 (pale yellow), H7 (dark yellow),
LCAT a/b-hydrolase fold (orange), lid loop (purple), membrane-binding domain (cyan), cap domain (dark blue), catalytic triad
(green sticks), lipids (gray hollow surface). Each figure depicts a small overview of the LCAT position with respect to the lipoprotein
and a closeup view of the interaction interface. (1) maximized interactions between the LCAT a/b-hydrolase domain and apoA-I H6;
(2) LCAT Lys240 close to apoA-I Lys182, the LCAT a/b-hydrolase domain is close to H6/H7; (3 and 4) LCAT Lys240 and Ser108 are
close to apoA-I Lys140 and Lys118, the LCAT a/b-hydrolase domain contacts apoA-I H5/6; (5) maximized proximity between LCAT
Lys240 and Ser108 and apoA-I Lys140 and Lys118 (on both chains), interaction is localized on apoA-I H5; (6) maximized interactions
between LCAT and rHDL phospholipid surface, LCAT Lys240 is proximal to apoA-I Lys182 (H7); (7) closed LCAT structure, no
protein-protein contacts. Cumulative RMSD between cross-linking atom pairs (Ca): 1 54.44 A, 2 73.89 A, 3 53.17 A, 4 53.59 A, 5 47.49 A,
6 70.48 A, 7 60.58 A.
α/β-hydrolase domain contacts apoA-I H5/6; in simu-
lation 7, no protein-protein interactions form between
LCAT and apoA-I and the LCAT lid loop is in a closed
configuration.
Fig. 8. rHDL::LCAT MD. A: RMSD of LCAT fit on apoA-I. B: Mea
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However, in simulations 1, 5, and 6, despite some
rearrangements in its positioning, LCAT remains
bound to the rHDL with the active site facing the
phospholipids. These simulations are characterized by
n LCAT::rHDL binding energy throughout the simulation.



TABLE 1. rHDL::LCAT interactions: the existence of protein-
protein interactions with respect to total simulation time is reported

rHDL LCAT Existence %

Simulation 1
Hydrogen bonds
TYR 100 GLN 229 26.59
LYS 118 GLY 374 22.85
ASP 150 ASN 379 21.63
LYS 118 GLN 376 19.92
ASP 103 LYS 240 18.26
ARG 151a GLN 376 17.01

Salt bridges
ASP 103a LYS 240 48.59
LYS 106 ASP 335 12.39

Simulation 5
Hydrogen bonds
ARG 123 ASP 335 58.92
GLN 132 ASN 228a 29.44
GLU 139 GLY 119 22.14
LYS 133 LEU 70 22.04

Salt bridges
ARG 123 ASP 335 62.60
ARG 116 ASP 328 21.23
LYS 140 ASP 113 16.46

Simulation 6
Hydrogen bonds
LIP ARG 244 50.70
LIP TYR 111a 45.80
LIP GLU 241 33.62
LIP HIS 122 32.22
LIP GLN 126 28.42
LIP SER 114 27.07
LIP THR 59 53.54
LIP ASN 65 25.92
LIP TYR 111 24.73
LIP HIS 122 23.78
LIP ASN 65 22.73
GLU 179 LYS 240 36.11
GLU 183 LYS 238 14.09

Salt bridges
GLU 179 LYS 240 90.31
GLU 183 LYS 238 61.44
GLU 179 LYS 238 26.47
LIP CYS 50 21.78

aResidues associated to fish-eye disease/FLD (LCAT) or that
disrupt LCAT binding/activation when mutated (apoA-I).
the most negative mean interaction energy values
throughout the simulation (Fig. 8B), indicating a higher
stability of the complexes. Moreover, simulation 5 has
the lowest RMSD of distances between residues that can
form cross-links (37) (Fig. 7, caption). Protein::protein
interactions occurring between LCAT and apoA-I are
summarized in Table 1. In simulation 1, interactions
between the LCAT α/β-hydrolase domain and apoA-I
H6 are maximized compared with the other systems,
whereas in simulation 5 LCAT binding is localized on
apoA-I H5; in simulation 6, protein-protein interactions
are limited to few residues in the LCAT lid loop and
apoA-I H7 in favor of extensive electrostatic in-
teractions between LCAT and the phospholipids.
Despite LCAT and N and C termini having been
described to affect LCAT binding to HDLs (9, 38), we
could not assign to them a role in the rHDL::LCAT
interaction in any of our simulations. This is probably
due to the fact that in our systems initial configurations
the complex is already formed and LCAT terminal
regions may be required during an earlier recognition
phase; or else, the simulation time scale was too short to
identify LCAT termini interactions with rHDL com-
ponents given the tested starting configurations.

A possible interpretation of these data is that, despite
the high tendency of LCAT to form nonspecific in-
teractions when close to a lipid interface, specific pro-
tein::protein interactions are necessary to stabilize the
enzyme on the lipoprotein. Protein::lipid interactions
via the LCAT β3/αA domain may be required to drive
the first recognition; then, stronger, specific, protein::-
protein interactions between apoA-I central helices and
the LCAT α/β-hydrolase domain are required to
properly position LCAT on the lipoprotein and trigger
the opening of LCAT lid, with the consequent exposure
of the catalytic site.

LCAT extracts phospholipids from the lipoprotein
surface

We speculated that LCAT could extract a phospho-
lipid, the first substrate required for the cholesterol
trans-esterification mechanism, in the same way as
LPLA2 does (35), directly from the surface of the rHDL.

Simulation 6 showed a remarkable LCAT behavior:
it sits on top of the lipid core and some interactions
with apoA-I H7 keep the lid loop in an open confor-
mation. Because of the binding site shielding operated
by the lid loop, according to this mechanism, sub-
strates would transit directly from the lipid surface to
the LCAT binding site without exposing their hydro-
phobic fatty acid chains to the solvent. To simulate the
phospholipid abduction into the LCAT active site, we set
up a 50 ns wtMTD starting from the last frame of
simulation 6; a single cv was chosen, represented by
the distance between Ser181 hydroxylic group and the
carboxylic carbon of the sn-2 fatty acid chain of the
closest phospholipid (Fig. 9A). As shown by the FES
(Fig. 9B), there are no significant energy barriers along
the reaction path, indicating that this kind of POPC
transition toward the LCAT active site might be
favorable.

To identify a putative binding mode of the POPC
residue within the LCAT binding site, the frame cor-
responding to the lowest CV value was extracted from
the wtMTD simulation, and the chemical bonds neces-
sary to obtain the tetrahedral reaction intermediate
were manually modified, the acylated enzyme structure
was then optimized with the MM/GBSA method
(Fig. 9C). Notably, during structural optimization of the
acyl-enzyme, Lys218 formed a salt bridge with the
phospholipid phosphate group; the role of this residue
in stabilizing the substrate may explain why its muta-
tion (Lys218Asn) results in FLD syndrome (39).

CONCLUSIONS

We generated an all-atom model of a rHDL making
use of restrained MD by integrating experimental
The anchoring mechanism of LCAT activation 9



Fig. 9. LCAT acylation. A: Definition: distance between the Ser181 hydroxyl group and the carboxylic carbon of the sn-2 fatty acid
chain of the closest phospholipid. B: FES as function of distance CV, potential grows to infinity as the atoms are pulled too close. C:
Minimized structure of acylated LCAT, hydrophobicity of the binding site is shown as a red surface, salt bridge between Lys218 and
phosphate head group as magenta dashed line.
cross-linking and crystallographic data. The resulting
model satisfied other biochemical observations, such as
particle size, α-helicity content, and tryptophan solvent
accessibility; high-mobility regions at the N and C
termini and within apoA-I central helices were also
consistent with hydrogen-deuterium exchange and
limited proteolysis experiments. To our knowledge, this
is the first time that a full-atom structure of lipid-
bound apoA-I was generated from crystallographic
data on the delipidated protein; the integration of cross-
linking experiments into a restrained MD simulation
was aimed at minimizing the biases related to the cho-
sen starting configuration for the system, by allowing
apoA-I to smoothly fold and rearrange itself around the
lipid core instead of constraining its structure into the
circular double-helix belt. This approach also allowed
us to deal with apoA-I N termini without the need to
guess their structure or truncate the protein sequence.

We studied and compared published LCAT crystal-
lographic structures, and an energetically stable LCAT
structure in an open (active) conformation was ob-
tained refining the experimental data with wtMTD
simulations. Notably, our LCAT MD simulations show
that the lid loop arrangement is decoupled from the
10 J. Lipid Res. (2021) 62 100006
dynamics of the membrane binding domain, suggesting
that specific interactions with apoA-I are required to
stabilize an open configuration.

The generated rHDL model was used as a receptor to
study the LCAT recognition and activation mechanism.
We used an integrative approach to build several
models of rHDL::LCAT interactions combining data
from mutagenesis and cross-linking experiments
through molecular docking and then tested the dy-
namic behavior and the stability of the generated
models with MD simulations.

Our findings on the LCAT::rHDL are complemen-
tary with the model proposed by Manthei et al. (37),
where the authors integrated electron microscopy and
cross-link/MS analyses to conclude that LCAT prefer-
entially binds to helices 4/6 of apoA-I on the edge of
the lipoprotein. The use of MD simulations to assess the
stability of several interaction models allowed us to
corroborate the importance of LCAT α/β-hydrolase
fold and apoA-I helices 4–7 for their molecular recog-
nition mechanism. However, we also observed that
other binding modes involving the LCAT membrane
binding domain are stable and could be functional to
the enzyme activity. Castelijn et al. (40) simulated the



binding of LCAT to a lipid bilayer coupling their MD
simulations with free-energy calculations methods; our
results support their hypothesis that the main driver of
the rHDL::LCAT recognition mechanism is the inter-
action between the LCAT membrane binding domain
(β3/αA) and the lipid surface. As exemplified by
simulation 6 described in this paper, we showed how
less specific protein-lipid interactions indeed contribute
to LCAT binding on the lipoprotein, and we further
described the specific protein-protein interactions that
are required to drive the opening of the LCAT lid.
Elaborating further on this interaction model, we then
simulated the first step of the LCAT reaction mecha-
nism, showing that the extraction of a phospholipid
from the rHDL lipid core occurs without having to
cross significant energy barriers, resulting in the sub-
sequent acylation of the enzyme.

We hope this work can help to support and pull
together the accumulated literature on the subject of
LCAT and (r)HDL interactions, as well as to address the
focus of future work, which should be aimed at clari-
fying the functional role and the transition dynamics
between the multiple binding modes that LCAT ex-
hibits with respect to apoA-I-containing lipoproteins.
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